
Jund vs. Modern: Affinity

Introduction

This series will focus on modern from the viewpoint of Jund, I will cover a lot of matchups in a series
of articles. The point of these articles is to give an insight in how I think about these matchups and
the role of Jund in it. I will not provide a certain decklist since there are so many variations on Jund
that can be built depending on the metagame or the players’ preference. I will discuss certain cards
in the context of these matchups, most of these cards are ”core” cards, or often played cards in Jund.

Affinity

First we will take a look at a sample Affinity decklist in order to see what their deck might look like.

Maindeck:

4 Arcbound Ravager

4 Blinkmoth Nexus

4 Cranial Plating

4 Darksteel Citadel

2 Etched Champion

4 Galvanic Blast

3 Glimmervoid

4 Inkmoth Nexus

1 Island

2 Master of Etherium

3 Memnite

1 Mountain

4 Mox Opal

4 Ornithopter

4 Signal Pest

1 Spellskite

4 Springleaf Drum

3 Steel Overseer

4 Vault Skirge

Sideboard:

1 Ancient Grudge

1 Chalice of the Void
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2 Etched Champion

2 Ghirapur Aether Grid

1 Grafdigger’s Cage

1 Relic of Progenitus

1 Rest in Peace

2 Spell Pierce

1 Spellskite

1 Steel Overseer

1 Tormod’s Crypt

1 Whipflare

Affinity is a highly synergistic and explosive deck based around artifacts and pay-off cards for playing
a ton of them. Using cards like Mox Opal and Springleaf Drum Affinity really gets its explosive draws
and can kill you very quickly. Its most important payoff cards are Steel Overseer, Arcbound Ravager
and Cranial Plating. Especially because of Arcbound Ravager and Cranial Plating tapping out
becomes really scary from about turn 3-4.

Jund’s Role

In principle Jund is the control deck in this matchup, although that doesn’t necessarily mean we
want to play a very long game or are heavily favored to win such a game. Since Affinity can have
very potent draws even in later stages of the game it is critical to win the game as soon as we have
control. In order to win you need to disrupt their synergies. In the first turn(s) of the game you
want to use your discard spells to remove pay-off cards from their hand such as Arcbound Ravager
or make them discard Etched Champion since it is very difficult to deal with. On turn two you really
want to play out a threat since we will run out of removal spells if they draw too many pay-off cards
for us to deal with. In general you do not want to use removal spells on Memnite, Ornithopter,
Signal Pest or Vault Skirge, although you can use one on Signal Pest if they have a lot of creatures
and you cannot block them (just be sure to do it before they attack or they will get the Battle Cry
trigger). Furthermore Abrupt Decay is your best removal spell since it also gets Cranial Plating, the
only thing it does not kill are their Ink/Blinkmoth Nexusses.

If you can break up Affinity’s powerful synergies long enough and provide a clock with Tarmogoyf
this is the easiest route to victory (since they have artifacts, Tarmogoyf usually becomes 4/5 or larger
quickly). This is another reason that you want to make them discard Etched Champion with your
discard spells if you have the chance. Since their Etched Champion will just hold off your Tarmogoyf
and make them chip in damage with their flyers.

Another card you have to become very familiar with is Arcbound Ravager, it will almost always cost
you two cards to efficiently deal with this card. Unlike Cranial Plating or Steel Overseer, Arcbound
Ravager doesn’t immediately require an answer. If it stays a 1/1 it doesn’t actually do much, but
since it always threatens to make a giant threat you have to keep open mana. If you have multiple
removal spells you usually want to use your unconditional removal spell (Abrupt Decay/Terminate)
on the Ravager and when the Modular trigger gets placed onto the stack use your Lightning Bolt on
the target they choose. Sometimes it is correct to Lightning Bolt a Ravager since it can be costly for
them to sacrifice a couple of artifacts to keep it alive. In general you want to let them make the first
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move since a Ravager on its own doesn’t do that much.

Common ways to lose to Affinity are them sticking a threat that is hard for you to deal with. These
threats include Etched Champion and Blink and Inkmoth Nexus. These lands usually get powered
up by Arcbound Ravager some time in the game. Since Lightning Bolt (most of the time), Abrupt
Decay and even our ”catch-all” Maelstrom Pulse can not deal with these lands there is a lot of
pressure on Terminate or Kolaghan’s Command to deal with these and its critical to save them if
you can. For Etched Champion, usually you can just not deal with this and you just need to build
up a board of multiple creatures to punch through while dealing with their other threats. In theory,
Liliana of the Veil’s -2 ability could deal with Etched Champion but in practice they usually have
spare creatures to sacrifice to Liliana.

Sideboarding

In this section I will cover what to think about when sideboarding against Affinity, I will not give
a definitive sideboard guide since I don’t think there is a ”best” build of Jund, its very metagame
dependent.

In

The most straightforward way of boarding cards in is just sideboarding cards in which can deal with
artifacts. Ancient Grudge is one of the best sideboard cards against Affinity, Kolaghan’s Command
is great as well and also serves a role in other matchups. Shatterstorm or Creeping Corrosion are
devastating when you can cast them, but getting to 4 mana can be difficult sometimes. Sweepers
like Anger of the Gods or Damnation can also be fine in the matchup although they won’t deal with
the Nexi or with Cranial Plating. Since Affinity has a lot of 1 toughness creatures, cards like Golgari
Charm are great in this matchup, since its instant it can even deal with Nexi or in a pinch can take
care of a Blood Moon or Rest in Peace. On 1 toughness creatures, if you manage to resolve a Night of
Souls’ Betrayal it becomes very difficult for them to win. Another way to deal with multiple creatures
are cards that you can repeatedly activate such as Liliana, The Last Hope and Grim Lavamancer.
If you have a lot of cards to sideboard out I don’t mind sideboarding in a Fulminator Mage or two
since the Nexi can be very difficult to deal with.

Out

Since this matchup is about being able to handle key cards from your opponent and closing out the
game usually you can take out slow, grindy cards. Dark Confidant is also not great in the matchup
since you have to stay alive and the 2/1 body is often not relevant enough. Furthermore Thoughtseize
can be taken out, the cost of 2 life is a great deal and its a bad topdeck later in the game. Another bad
card in this matchup is Liliana of the Veil, while it can theoretically deal with a Etched Champion
she hardly ever does that. Another reason to take out Liliana is to lower the curve, since Affinity
can be very explosive it is important to make impactful plays starting from the very first turns.
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Their sideboarding strategy

Since Affinity is a highly synergistic deck, they can not afford to sideboard too many cards. Often
they sideboard in any Etched Champions they might have since it is very difficult to deal with. Some-
times they can also sideboard cards to deal with our hatecards such as Spell Pierce, Thoughtseize,
or even Spellskite to soak up removal. Furthermore they can sideboard graveyard hate cards to slow
us down such as Rest in Peace or Relic of Progenitus.

To make room for these cards they often shave a couple of different cards, Memnite is not great since
we can block it easily and Steel Overseer is just too slow and is easily dealt with. They might also
shave on a Springleaf Drum, this takes away a bit of their explosivity.

After sideboarding your role in the matchup does not greatly change but you are often more favored
since you have more ways to deal with problematic artifacts. You just have to take into account that
they can sideboard in cards like Blood Moon and Rest in Peace. If you can take care of their other
cards usually you can survive an Etched Champion just chipping away for 2 damage each turn.

In-game tips and tricks

• On Kolaghans Command: Contrary to Electrolyze, if you target Spellskite with the mode
of ”Destroy Target Artifact” and target something else with ”Kolaghan’s Command deals
2 damage to target creature or player” the Affinity player can redirect the second mode to
Spellskite.

• If your opponent sacrifices an artifact to Arcbound Ravager and you destroy it in response they
will not have the +1/+1 counter from their sacrificed artifact yet to give to another creature
using their Modular trigger.

• If you manage to destroy all their artifacts with cards like Shatterstorm or Creeping Corrosion
they can activate Ink or Blinkmoth Nexus to keep their Glimmervoid around for another turn
(unless you destroy it as well of course!)

• Since Affinity might bring in a card like Rest In Peace to slow you down it is important to
know how this interacts with Abrupt Decay. If you Abrupt Decay a Rest In Peace, the Rest In
Peace will ”see” itself being destroyed therefore becoming exiled, the Abrupt Decay however
only will go the graveyard once Rest In Peace is no longer on the battlefield so this will go to
your graveyard, get those Tarmogoyfs back up to speed!

• If your opponent plays a Mox Opal and at that time has 2 artifacts in play you can use a removal
spell on an artifact such that their Mox Opal does not tap for mana. However this is not a
”standard” play to make since your removal spells are very important and games (especially
sideboarded games) tend to go a bit longer. But if you have seen their hand or their opening
is particularly slow and you have a good aggressive hand you can go for this play.

• Jund has access to some colorless cards and remember that they can profitably interact with
Etched Champion. These cards include the two Thopters from Pia and Kiran Nalaar or
Kozilek’s Return. Furthermore cards like Shatterstorm, Damnation, Engineered Explosives
and even Drown In Sorrow will get rid of Etched Champion.
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• Sometimes Affinity players might board in a Blood Moon or two to try to catch you off guard,
this does shut down their own manlands so if we can fetch around a Blood Moon it only helps
us. But if you have to destroy it remember that you can float mana from your nonbasic lands
in response to the Blood Moon and use it to Abrupt Decay the Blood Moon once it resolves.

• If you are on the draw or have a slow hand it can be correct to not play your Dark Confidant
ever in this matchup. Since often it doesn’t block anything (not even chump) it can become a
real liability over the course of a game.

• Even though Liliana of the Veil is not great in the matchup you can use it to force both players
to discard cards since Affinity usually plays out a card like Cranial Plating as their last card,
also pitching another Liliana or other cards from your hand can grow your Tarmogoyf in order
to put up a clock. Furthermore if your opponent wants to spend time attacking Liliana that’s
great if you have some pressure to race.

• Once you stabilize the game, if possible, try not to fetch below 5 life since a Galvanic Blast can
kill you from out of nowhere.

Matchup Verdict

To recap: in this matchup it is important to play impactful cards from the first turns and you don’t
have much time to play around. Affinity can really go wide but also has powerful single card threats
and it is most important to deal with these and then present a clock to win you the game.

In general you are a bit unfavored in the first game depending on your build, if you have a lot of Ko-
laghan’s Commands and Abrupt Decays the matchup becomes a lot easier and a timely discard spell
can really slow them down. In the sideboarded games the matchup becomes favored to very favored
depending on your sideboard, if you expect to play a lot of Affinity you can definitely defeat them
if you come prepared. Once you become familiarized with this matchup, it is a fun and interesting
matchup to play.
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